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CONCEPT

plan at platform level showing concentric arrangement of zones

Station general arrangement

Capacity

The station is arranged on two levels. Station concourse level is on the ground floor, platform
level is on the first floor. The first floor is arranged into five concentric zones:

The capacity of the station is a function of the number of airlock chambers for arrivals and
departures and the decompression time. The station has 10 chambers for arrivals and
departures for each direction. On the basis of a 3 minute compression time, this would allow for
one the arrival and departure of capsule every 18 seconds in each direction equating to 1200
passengers per hour in each direction.

-

The outermost zone is a bypass tube for capsules which do not need to stop at the station.

-

The second zone contains the airlocks for decompression / compression of arriving and
departing capsules.

-

The third zone is the docking loop. Capsules can flow freely around the platform island
directly to the next available docking location.

-

The fourth zone is the platform island itself. All capsules depart in all directions from one
platform. This simplifies pedestrian circulation and ticketing / security.

-

The fifth and final zone is the vertical circulation that takes the passengers from concourse
level at ground to and from platform level.

Potential adaptations
The station could be adapted for an urban context by inverting it – i.e. with platform level
underground. More complex interchanges could be made by stacking platform levels. These
would all be linked by the central core of vertical circulation - ticketing / security could still be
managed from one central location.

User experience
The station operates in the same manner as the elevator system in a high-rise building that
automatically batches passengers to minimise stops and the overall journey time. Passengers
select their destination on arrival, via smartphone app or terminal and are directed to the first
available capsule. This can be identified from the zone of the platform in which it has docked.
The platform zones would be numbered for easy identification.
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SCHEMATIC VIEW OF STATION
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VIEW AT PLATFORM LEVEL
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